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SIBO Fluidra Netherlands B.V.

Since the establishment in 1993 SIBO has grown to a specialized enterprise majoring in (swimming) pond 
products, swimming pool and bio-pool equipment, plastic pipes and fittings and irrigation. With our Professional 
Water Products we serve a wide variety of installers, retailers and online shops in more than 50 countries. 

Since 2016 SIBO is a part of the Fluidra Group. Years of valued experience in the pond business, combined with 
insights into the swimming pool branch, gives SIBO Fluidra Netherlands a perfectly tuned product range for the 
filtration and maintenance of swimming ponds. The product range includes filters, pumps, UV-C units, water 
treatment equipment, PVC/PE pipes & fittings, water conditioners and heaters. As a contemporary enterprise 
we pay a lot of attention to innovation and progression. Besides being a wholesale company, we produce and 
develop products in our own company under the brand name AquaForte. As a result we succeed in presenting 
you the latest product developments, year after year. We continually strive to maintain this drive with regard to 
filter systems and water treatment products.  

SIBO Fluidra Netherlands, with its partners, is involved in the well-being of swimmers and the environment. It 
is her aim to supply products for safe, healthy and clear water, so swimmers can enjoy their swimming pond 
carefree using these products. 

SIBO Fluidra Netherlands B.V.
Doornhoek 3950 | 5465 TC  Veghel (NL)
T +31 (0)413 - 29 39 18
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OUR PRODUCTS FOR A CLEAR 
AND HEALTHY SWIMMING POND

AQUAFORTE SIEVE FILTERS 
In a swimming pond a sieve filter is 

mainly used as a pre-filter. It removes 

coarse dirt particles from the swimming 

pond water, before it gets to the main 

filter, like a Beadfilter. AquaForte has 

several sieve filters in its range, such as 

the UltraSieve, UltraSieve Low and the 

MidiSieve. The easy to maintain UltraSieve 

filters have set the standard in modern 

filter systems. Even blanket weed, the 

most dreaded enemy for filters, is no 

problem for the UltraSieve systems.

 

BLUE ECO PUMPS
Blue Eco pumps have a fully adjustable 

flow and consume up to 50% less 

energy, thus benefitting not only 

your electric bill, but also CO₂ 

reduction and the environment.

AQUAFORTE BEADFILTERS 
AquaForte has several beadfilters in 

its range, such as the UltraBead and 

the EconoBead. The Beadfilter is the 

number 1 in filtration. It combines fine 

mechanical and biological filtration 

in one filter. It is easy to install and 

to operate using the six-way valve. 

The six-way valve can be used to set 

various functions, such as cleaning the 

filter without dirtying your hands.  

UV-C WATER DISINFECTION 
Floating algae are the main cause of 

green swimming pond water. UV-C 

equipment is an environmentally friendly 

solution for green pond water. The pump 

pumps the water through the UV-C 

unit, where it comes into contact with 

UV-C radiation. This radiation attacks 

the DNA structure of single-cell micro-

organisms in the swimming pond, such 

as bacteria, viruses and algae. As a result 

they can no longer reproduce and they 

disappear from the swimming pond. 

SUGAR VALLEY WATER 
TREATMENT SYSTEMS
Sugar Valley has more than 20 years 

of experience in developing and 

manufacturing water treatment systems 

for pools and swimming ponds. Especially 

for swimming ponds Sugar Valley offers 

the AquaScenic, an integral and fully 

natural water treatment solution. The 

AquaScenic purifies water (H₂O) with its 

own components H and O, generating 

oxygen and ozone. It is the only system 

on the market which works with fresh 

water and without chlorine production. 

The AquaScenic keeps swimming 

pond water transparent for years. 

MICROBE-LIFT BACTERIA
Microbe-Lift supplies biological products 

for keeping the swimming pond 

water clear and healthy. The company 

developed a maintenance kit, especially 

for natural swimming ponds. The kit 

consists of Microbe-Lift Natural-Clear, 

Microbe-Lift Natural Algae Control and 

Microbe-Lift Natural Sludge Reducer. 

The benefits: it contains no ingredients 

that are harmful to people, animals of 

the environment; it makes the water 

clean, healthy and clear and it cuts your 

swimming pond maintenance in half.

 

AQUAFORTE SKIMMERS 
AND BOTTOM DRAINS
Owing to the changing weather 

conditions, debris such as leaves and 

dead insects regularly blows into the 

swimming pond. Skimmers catch 

this debris, so that the water surface 

is kept clean. AquaForte offers a 

wide range of user-friendly floating 

skimmers. A bottom drain takes care 

of the dirt sediment on the bottom 

of a swimming pond. It consequently 

removes the dirt and transport it 

through the drain to the pre-filter.  

THE NATURAL 
BEAUTY OF A 
SWIMMING POND



This type of swimming pond offers a natural experience, good planting growth and a diverse fauna. The 

carefully chosen technique guarantees clear water all year round.  Applied technique: bottom drains, 

skimmers, sieve filters, beadfilters and UV-C units. Maintenance is done periodically but regular maintenance 

is required (backwashing filters). Clear swimming ponds offer a nice natural experience in clear water.

Enjoy swimming in natural water with (limited) flora & fauna, possibly separately from the swimming area. This type of 

swimming pond is also called a ’Hybrid’ swimming pond. Pond construction and filter technique guarantee crystal clear water 

all year round. Energy low pumps run 24/7 during the season. Swim season can be easily extended by using heat pumps. 

Regular care and maintenance are necessary. Crystal Clear offers a biological swimming experience.

Optically a traditional pool but powered by swimming pond filter technology 

and nutrient removal (phosphate filters). Optional use of hydrolysis/

ionisation and heat pumps. Biopools do not use any planting zones. 

Bottom and walls can be cleaned with an optional pool robot.

TYPE I

PURE NATURE
This natural swimming pond offers a very rich natural experience, very exuberant flora and a diverse fauna. 

This type does not use filter technique but can use a small cascade, fountain or water figure. 

Periodic cloudy water is normal (like in nature) but the water will be mostly clear. There are no, or low, energy costs and 

the maintenance is done periodically (pruning the planting zones, vacuuming the bottom). The walls of this type of pond 

will not be free of algae and/or biofilm growth. The use of bacteria formulas is strongly recommended to cut maintenance 

and to improve the water quality in general.  Pure nature swim ponds offer a very intense natural experience.

TYPE II

NATURAL

TYPE III

CLEAR

Type II is reasonably equal to Type I with the difference that a little technique is used. The water 

is mostly clear with low power consumption. Maintenance is done periodically but regular 

maintenance is reasonably light (cleaning the skimmer). Technical support is done with skimmers, 

sieve filters and UV-C. Natural swimming ponds offer an intense natural experience.

TYPE V 

BIOPOOL

TYPE IV 

CRYSTAL CLEAR
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“ To swim in pure water without chlorine or other chemicals.  
More and more people decide for the natural beauty of a swimming 

pond. Delightful to swim in, but also beautiful to look at. Years of 

valued experience in the pond business, combined with insights into 

the swimming pool branch, gives SIBO a perfectly tuned product 

range for the filtration and maintenance of swimming ponds. „ AquaForte is a trademark of SIBO Fluidra Netherlands B.V. 
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